The Dokumentation Obersalzberg is a public institution of the
Berchtesgadener Landesstiftung.
The following Rules of Conduct apply to all visitors:
1. Visitors must wear clothing appropriate to the historical significance of the
exhibition. Inappropriate clothing is, in particular, that which would
generally be understood as a symbol of a right-wing extremist attitude.
Equally inappropriate is the wearing of clothing on which badges or
emblems with a right-wing extremist reference are visible.
2. Visitors must behave appropriately in accordance with the historical theme
of the exhibition. Inappropriate are, in particular, behavior and remarks
which glorify, make light of or deny the National Socialist regime or its
crimes. Equally inappropriate is the display of tattoos which could be
understood as symbols of a right-wing attitude. Any infringement of these
rules will lead to the initiation of a criminal complaint pursuant to § 123 of
the Criminal Code.
3. The Dokumentation Obersalzberg arranges guided tours through the
exhibition. Guided tours offered by other parties are only admissible with
previous written permission.
4. In the case of particularly large crowds the personnel is authorized to
temporarily close the museum to visitors for security reasons.
5. The admission tickets entitle the bearer to a one-time admission and are
non-transferable. The tickets lose their validity once their holders have left
the museum.
6. The only access to the museum is through the main entrance. Visitors
have to leave at the latest by the end of the valid opening times.
7. Children under the age of 12 must be accompanied by an adult. The
accompanying person(s) must ensure that the children behave in a quiet
and orderly fashion. In principle, a visit to the Dokumentation Obersalzberg
is not recommended for children under the age of 12.
8. Visiting school classes are subject to supervision by their accompanying
teachers.

9. Dogs and other animals may not be taken into the museum.
10. We do not accept liability for items left in the cloakroom.
11. The elevator may only be used by wheelchair users, physically disabled
persons and for transporting baby buggies and strollers or with the express
permission of the supervisory staff.
12. Smoking is not permitted. Eating and drinking is only possible in individual
cases in the expressly approved rooms. Cell phones or mobiles must be
turned off out of consideration for other visitors.
13. Do not touch the exhibition objects and showcases. Staff instructions must
be followed. If these rules of conduct are violated, in particular no. 1 and 2,
the personnel in the Dokumentation Obersalzberg, have the right to deny
or prevent access to the museum. In such cases visitors have no claim to a
refund of the ticket price.
14. Visitors are liable for all direct and secondary damage caused by them to
the building and to immovable as well as movable furnishings. Parents are
liable for their children.
15. The rules of conduct enter into force on January 1, 2015.
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